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ABSTRACT: A key strategy in obtaining complete global coverage of high-resolution precipitation is to combine observations from multiple fields, such as the intermittent passive microwave observations, precipitation propagated in time using motion vectors, and geosynchronous infrared observations. These separate precipitation fields can be combined through weighted averaging, which produces estimates that are generally superior to the individual parent fields. However, the process of averaging changes the distribution of the precipitation values, leading to an increase in precipitating area and a decrease in the values of high precipitation rates, a phenomenon observed in IMERG. To mitigate this issue, we introduce a new scheme called SHARPEN (Scheme for Histogram Adjustment with Ranked Precipitation Estimates in the Neighborhood), which recovers the distribution of the averaged precipitation field based on the idea of quantile mapping applied to the local environment. When implemented in IMERG, precipitation estimates from SHARPEN exhibit a distribution that resembles that of the original instantaneous observations, with matching precipitating area and peak precipitation rates. Case studies demonstrate its improved ability in bridging between the parent precipitation fields. Evaluation against ground observations reveals a distinct improvement in precipitation detection skill, but also a slightly reduced correlation likely because of a sharper precipitation field. The increased computational demand of SHARPEN can be mitigated by striding over multiple grid boxes, which has only marginal impacts on the accuracy of the estimates. SHARPEN can be applied to any precipitation algorithm that produces an average from multiple input precipitation fields and is being considered for implementation in IMERG V07.
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1. Introduction

Many societal applications that use precipitation information require high-quality data with fine spatiotemporal resolution (Kirschbaum et al. 2017). Satellite observations of high-quality precipitation data are typically derived from passive microwave (PMW) sensors on board low-Earth-orbiting satellites because microwave radiation interacts directly with precipitation-sized particles (Kidd and Huffman 2011; Kidd and Levizzani 2011; Tapiador et al. 2012). However, even with a constellation of low-Earth-orbiting satellites, PMW observations cover only part of the Earth at any point in time. To deliver complete observations, the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission U.S. gridded product, the Integrated Multisatellite Retrievals for GPM (IMERG), relies on morphing, in which motion vectors are used to perform quasi-Lagrangian interpolation between successive PMW observations of precipitation (Huffman et al. 2020). The propagated precipitation fields, one from a propagation forward in time and one from a propagation backward in time, are supplemented by infrared (IR) precipitation estimates from geosynchronous satellites. While IR precipitation estimates are of lower quality due to the indirect nature of the retrieval, they have a high spatiotemporal resolution with nearly complete coverage in the latitude band of 60°N/S.

In IMERG, three precipitation fields—the forward propagated precipitation field, the backward propagated precipitation field, and the IR precipitation field—are combined using a Kalman filter following Joyce and Xie (2011). Essentially, at each grid box the three precipitation estimates are averaged with relative weights that are empirically derived. However, while such averaging preserves the mean value of precipitation, the probability distribution function (PDF) of averaged values differs from the PDF of the original instantaneous retrievals. Averaging pushes estimates toward the overall mean, expanding the areal coverage by precipitation, increasing the occurrence at the low end, and decreasing the occurrence at the high end. This was borne out clearly by Rajagopal et al. (2021), showing that the IMERG precipitation that is derived from
averaging multiple fields has PDFs that are distinct from the PMW precipitation PDFs. They demonstrated how, in two case studies, the time series of the maximum precipitation rate within a mesoscale convective system “sagged” in between PMW observations and the area of another system triples in just one half-hour immediately after a PMW observation. More generally, the distortion to the PDF of the averaged precipitation increases in severity the longer the precipitation is propagated, suggesting the potential contribution from errors in the motion vectors to this problem. Such a distortion of the PDF manifests in ground validation as higher false alarms and a greater underestimation of intense precipitation in morphed estimates compared to PMW estimates (Tan et al. 2016; Maranan et al. 2020).

To resolve this issue, we introduce a new algorithm, called the Scheme for Histogram Adjustment with Ranked Precipitation Estimates in the Neighborhood (SHARPEN), that restores the PDF of the averaged field to the PDFs of the individual fields. Inspired by quantile mapping, this scheme is implemented as a filter on the averaged precipitation estimates, mapping the original Kalman filter estimates to instantaneous retrieval values drawn from the three parent precipitation fields in their local environment, thereby modifying the distribution of averaged precipitation rates to the distributions of the parent fields. While this study is concerned with the implementation of this algorithm in IMERG, the underlying concept can more generally be applied to any precipitation field whose PDF is modified due to averaging.

2. Data and methods

a. IMERG

IMERG is the gridded U.S. merged-satellite precipitation product from the GPM mission that combines observations from a network of partner satellites in the GPM constellation (Huffman et al. 2019a,b,c, 2020). In IMERG V06, precipitation estimates are provided on 0.1° grids every half-hour globally. IMERG has three runs—Early, Late, and Final—to accommodate different user requirements for latency and accuracy. The Early Run, available at a 4-h latency, is suitable for real-time applications such as in the prediction of flash floods. The Late Run, with a 12-h latency, can be used for purposes such as in the Final Run is at a 3.5-month latency and is intended for research applications.

IMERG relies on precipitation estimates derived from passive microwave sensors using the Goddard Profiling algorithm (Kummerow et al. 2001, 2011, 2015; Kummerow 2017; Randel et al. 2020) and the Precipitation Retrieval and Profiling Scheme (Kidd 2018, 2019). The PMW estimates are gridded to 0.1° in half-hour intervals, with conical-scanning sensors prioritized over cross-track scanning sensors, followed by priority for an observation time closest to the center of the half-hour, should there be multiple observations within the same grid box. The gridded PMW estimates are then intercalibrated to the Ku-band combined radar and radiometer product (Olson 2018; Grecu and Olson 2020). To fill in gaps in the PMW field, the precipitation estimates are propagated forward and backward in time over the half-hour time steps using motion vectors computed from total precipitable water vapor in numerical models (Tan et al. 2019), a process first introduced in the CPC morphing method using IR brightness temperature (Joyce et al. 2004; Climate Prediction Center 2011; Xie et al. 2017). The propagated precipitation is supplemented with microwave-calibrated IR precipitation estimates computed by the Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information Using Artificial Neural Networks–Cloud Classification System (PERSIANN-CCS) algorithm (Hong et al. 2004; Nguyen et al. 2018). All three estimates are merged via a Kalman filter approach following Joyce and Xie (2011), creating the “best” satellite-only estimates from IMERG, which in the Final Run is then calibrated with gauge analyses from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre Full and Monitoring products (Schneider et al. 2014, 2015). Due to the need for timely data delivery, a more limited selection of data is employed in the near-real-time Early and Late Runs.

b. Kalman filter

The propagated precipitation is a crucial component in IMERG. However, since the propagation does not capture the evolution of the precipitation system, the quality of the estimates will degrade as the estimates are propagated further in time. In addition, any systematic or persistent error in the motion vectors will build up with propagation time, further contributing to the reduced performance. This decline in skill means that precipitation retrievals from IR, while being of lower quality compared to instantaneous PMW retrievals, become competitive compared to the same PMW precipitation that has been propagated several hours (Joyce and Xie 2011).

The Kalman filter is a technique that allows IMERG to account for such changes in skill. In a grid box without a PMW retrieval in that half-hour, a combination of forward propagated precipitation, backward propagated precipitation, and IR precipitation is used. As implemented in V06, the combination is a weighted average, with the weights proportional to the square of the positive correlation between the “type” of estimate and a reference estimate (simply referred to as “Kalman correlation”). The estimate type is based on two factors: 1) whether the estimate originated from a conical-scanning PMW sensor, a cross-track-scanning PMW sensor, or the geosynchronous IR observation and 2) the number of half-hours a PMW observation has been propagated. The reference used in IMERG is the gridded and calibrated estimates from the GPM Microwave Imager (after May 2014) and the TRMM Microwave Imager (prior to May 2014). These correlations are computed at 20° × 20° regions (ocean) or 10° latitude bands (land) every month over a 3-month period that is either centered on (Final) or trailing (Late and Early) that month. The spatial and temporal coarseness is needed to ensure sufficient sample sizes, with additional postprocessing to reduce fluctuations due to noise. Therefore, the Kalman correlations give us a quantitative measure at every location of the skill of, say, an estimate from Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) that is propagated forward for three half-hours compared to an estimate from Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS) propagated backward for two half-hours compared to
an estimate from IR. This construct allows us to take the weighted average of all three estimates for a final satellite-only estimate from the Kalman filter (which we refer to as “Kalman estimate”).

c. SHARPEN

While the weighted average gives a better estimate compared to any one of the three parent estimates, the PDF of averaged estimates is different from the PDF of the original instantaneous retrievals, which most notably increases the precipitating area and decreases the peak precipitation. One way to restore a distribution is through quantile mapping. Given a set of target precipitation rates and reference precipitation rates, quantile mapping changes the target precipitation rates such that their distribution follows the reference precipitation rates. In our case, the target precipitation is the Kalman estimate and the reference precipitation is the collection from three fields: forward propagated precipitation, backward propagated precipitation, and IR precipitation.

In general, quantile mapping utilizes the cumulative distribution functions of the reference and target precipitation rates to derive an intensity-dependent multiplier that is applied to the target precipitation rates. SHARPEN is a new scheme inspired by quantile mapping, but has its own adaptations. While quantile mapping computes an intensity-based multiplier that is applied to the target values, SHARPEN replaces the target value with a value from the reference. This replacement, or mapping, is performed within a local environment at the same half-hour to capture the precipitation systems within the vicinity. Specifically, we define an $n \times n$ latitude–longitude template within which we map the target precipitation rates to the reference precipitation rates. Since we are dealing with a limited set of values—up to $n^2$ target values and up to $3 \times n^2$ reference values—we can map the values directly instead of using a multiplier. That is, we replace the highest value in the target precipitation to the highest value in the reference precipitation, and so on. Therefore, in a way, SHARPEN performs a discrete version of quantile mapping, in which the target values are replaced by reference values in a sorted order. In section 3c, we will examine how $n$ affects the output of SHARPEN.

Since we have about 3 times as many reference values as target values (though not precisely 3 times, as there may be missing values in the reference fields), not all the reference values will be selected. One simple way is to use every third reference value. A more sophisticated approach is to select the reference values based on their weights derived from the Kalman correlations. The higher the weight, the more likely the reference value will be selected for replacement. Mathematically speaking, this means that the PDF contribution of each reference value is proportional to its weight from the Kalman filter.

With a mapping technique that is local (using the $n \times n$ template), discrete (mapping of values instead of a multiplication factor) and weighted (probability is scaled by its Kalman correlations), we could use the single set of PDFs for the template to adjust all of the original Kalman estimates in the entire area covered by the template. However, doing so would very likely create artificial data jumps at the boundaries between templates. Therefore, one key design choice in SHARPEN is to replace only the center grid box of the template. That is, for a particular grid box $(i,j)$, extract the $n \times n$ template centered on $(i,j)$, compute the mapping for all the $n^2$ target values, but replace only the target value in $(i,j)$. This is done independently for each grid box, so adjacent templates overlap to a large degree, ensuring smooth variations in the statistics. An illustration of this procedure is given in Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material.

d. Algorithm

The SHARPEN algorithm, implemented as a filter to the Kalman estimates, is as follows. For each grid box, if the target value is 1) derived from PMW observations, 2) missing, or 3) over frozen surface, it will be skipped. Otherwise, the following steps will be applied to each grid box:

1. Extract the target values, reference values, and reference weights in the $n \times n$ template centered on the grid box.
2. Sort the reference values (with attached reference weights) based on the ascending order of the reference values.
3. Take the cumulative sum of the sorted reference values with probabilities proportional to their weights, scaled so this “cumulative distribution function” ranges from 0 to 1.
4. Split the cumulative distribution of reference values into $n^2$ equal intervals, where $n^2$ is the number of target values in the template.
5. Determine the rank $r$ of the target value in the center grid box based on the sorted list of target values for the entire template. Identify the reference value where the cumulative distribution function intersects with the center of the $r$th band and use it to replace the target value in the grid box.

Figure 1 illustrates the algorithm using the simplified example of a $3 \times 3$ hypothetical template. Considering only forward and backward propagated fields as reference (with no missing values or IR values), this means that there are 18 reference values and nine target values (step 1). The 18 reference values are sorted in ascending order (step 2), and their weights are used to construct the cumulative distribution function of the values (blue line; step 3). That is, the vertical steps of the blue curve are proportional to the weights of reference values $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{18}$. This 0–1 range is then divided into nine bands, corresponding to the nine target values (step 4). Suppose the target value in the center grid box is $y_7$ (ranked seventh within the nine values); the center of the seventh band intersects the cumulative distribution function at $x_{12}$ (red line), which replaces $y_7$ (step 5). This entire process is then repeated for the next grid box.

When determining the rank, a common complication that arises is multiple instances of the same precipitation value. Most of the time, this repeated value is zero, but repeating nonzero values may occur due to discretization in the input from upstream modules. As such, the target estimate to be replaced may correspond to a range of ranks with the template. In this case, we choose the mean of the lowest and highest ranks before mapping it to a reference value. Continuing the example above, suppose $y_6 = y_7 = y_{18}$, in which case the lowest
3. Evaluation

a. Two case studies

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of a precipitation scene for 0000 UTC 1 July 2018 over the Solomon Islands in the tropical western Pacific. While the forward and backward propagated precipitation are broadly similar—suggesting that the motion vectors accurately captured the large-scale motion of the systems—the evolution of the precipitation systems and intersensor differences resulted in differences in the details. For example, the forward propagated precipitation field shows some finescale structure with narrow “strands” of high precipitation rates, while the backward propagated precipitation field shows a more circular structure in intense precipitation. The Kalman estimate, a weighted average of the forward and backward propagated precipitation and IR precipitation (a minor contribution in this case), smoothed out the detailed differences but showed an increase in the area of precipitation with reduced peak values. Passing the Kalman estimates through SHARPEN with a template size of 25 × 25 mitigated this shortcoming. In fact, a close inspection of the precipitation patterns revealed that the SHARPEN output captured spatial features from both the forward and backward propagated precipitation fields, possessing both the strands and circular structure of the parent fields. Note that, in this particular case, the backward propagated precipitation field has been propagated longer than the forward propagated precipitation field, so it has a correspondingly lower weight, leading the SHARPEN output to more closely resemble the forward propagated precipitation field.

Figure 3 shows another snapshot over tropical western Africa at the same time, where a series of westward-propagating mesoscale convective systems was present. This example occurred during a period in the active storm season associated with African easterly waves. In this case, the positions of the precipitation systems in the forward propagated precipitation field, the backward propagated precipitation field, and IR precipitation do not match precisely. The precipitation systems in the backward propagated field are displaced south and/or west compared to the forward propagated field. This may be a result of motion vectors that are inaccurate or a fast evolution of the precipitation systems. As a result, the original Kalman estimate field, being the average of the three precipitation fields, leads to a “smearing” of the precipitation systems, even though the mean precipitation rate remains similar. Applying the SHARPEN filter mitigated the issue and produced a precipitation field that is visually more consistent with the parent fields.

b. Precipitation statistics

Figure 4 shows the fractional contribution to total precipitation (i.e., the PDF multiplied by the bin value) and cumulative contribution to the total precipitation from different intensities of the forward and backward propagated precipitation, the original Kalman estimates, and the output from SHARPEN using nearly 10 billion values from July 2018 globally. Here, a template of 25 × 25 is used; using different template sizes does not lead to discernibly different distributions. As expected, the original Kalman estimates have more low values and fewer high values compared to the propagated precipitation. It should be noted that the propagated precipitation fields have a distribution that is similar to the instantaneous PMW retrievals, as the propagation procedure does not
involve averaging precipitation pixels except when they converge, which occurs in the minority of cases. The SHARPEN output, on the other hand, was clearly able to “restore” the distribution of the Kalman estimates through the combined effect of mapping and scaling.

Figure 5 illustrates two other aspects of the precipitation statistics: the mean precipitation rates (including zero values) and the fraction of nonzero precipitation. Despite the shift in the distribution of precipitation values in the Kalman estimates, the mean precipitation is comparable to the forward and backward propagated precipitation. The effect of more light precipitation balances out the reduced intense precipitation. Due to the bias adjustment in the SHARPEN filter, the mean precipitation rate is nearly equal to that of the Kalman estimates. Without the bias adjustment, the SHARPEN estimates would have underestimated the precipitation by 1.5%.

Fig. 2. (a)–(e) Snapshots of the precipitation fields over the Solomon Islands at 0000–0030 UTC 1 Jul 2018, showing the forward and backward propagated precipitation, the IR precipitation, the original Kalman precipitation, and the SHARPEN precipitation at the same half-hour. The blue square in (e) indicates the size of a $25 \times 25$ template.

Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for 0000–0030 UTC 1 Jul 2018 over tropical equatorial Africa.
compared to the Kalman estimates (not shown). Meanwhile, SHARPEN clearly reduced the precipitating area to that of the propagated precipitation fields, while at the same time improved the representation of extreme precipitation.

c. Ground validation

While the statistics of the SHARPEN output are clearly preferable to those of the Kalman estimates, a more stringent evaluation is to compare against ground observations. To this end, we evaluate the Kalman estimates from July 2018 against the Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) product over the contiguous United States processed in support of GPM ground validation (Kirstetter et al. 2012, 2014, 2015). This product aggregates the MRMS precipitation rates to half-hourly accumulated precipitation rates over 20°–55°N, 130°–60°W with a high spatial resolution of 0.01°, which we average to 0.1°. Each MRMS grid box is also associated with a radar quality index that reflects sampling and estimation uncertainty, which allows us to select only the most reliable grid boxes. Furthermore, MRMS is adjusted with the Hydrometeorological Automated Data System and regional rain gauge networks, which allows us to exclude grid boxes with gauge correction factors outside the range of 0.5 to 2—indicating potential unreliability hinted by large discrepancies in the surface data. We select two metrics to evaluate the precipitation estimates: Heidke skill score (HSS) at 0.2 mm h$^{-1}$, which quantifies the detection skill, and the Pearson correlation coefficient of the hits, which characterizes the random error of the intensities. See Wilks (2011) for more information on these metrics. While the evaluation is performed only over one month, the large sample sizes (>30 million for HSS and >400 000 for correlation) assure that any differences will be significant, though the degree to which SHARPEN improves the skill may be affected by the predominance of different precipitation systems in other months.

Figure 6 shows the HSS and correlation of the original Kalman estimate and SHARPEN over the contiguous United States for July 2018 with a range of template sizes. Consistent with the reduction in precipitating area, the HSSs of SHARPEN at all template sizes are higher than the HSS of the original Kalman estimate. Furthermore, the improvement increases with template size, albeit with diminishing returns. On the other hand, while correlation increases diminishingly with larger template size, they are all below that of the original Kalman estimate. This is not a surprising result, since a “smeared out” field by itself will lead to higher correlations. This is confirmed by applying a two-dimensional Gaussian filter to smooth the precipitation field at each half-hour (Fig. 7). With smoothing, the correlation of the output of SHARPEN increases, even exceeding that of the original Kalman estimates (Fig. 6) with moderate smoothing, though the correlation starts dropping once the smoothing becomes sufficiently heavy. Even the HSS increases slightly with a light smoothing. This behavior can be explained by the fact that smoothing leverages the spatial correlation structure of the precipitation system to reduce random noise in the data. For our purpose, it serves to illustrate that the decrease in correlation of SHARPEN can be attributed in large part to the sharper precipitation field it produces compared to the original Kalman estimates.

Computational expediency is an important practical aspect of IMERG, especially for the near-real-time runs. Figure 6 also includes the average run time of the module producing the Kalman estimates. Each run of the original Kalman estimates—producing half-hour fields—takes 80 s on average. Adding the SHARPEN filter increases the computation time, which escalates as the template size get larger, reaching up to
respectively, for each template size. More than 30 million pixels and 400,000 pixels are used in the computation of HSS and correlation, respectively, for each template size.

The most computationally intensive part of SHARPEN is the sorting, which is performed twice: once for the reference values and once for the target values. We employed the quicksort algorithm (Hoare 1961), which has a time complexity of \( O(N\log N) \), where \( N \) is the input size. Coupled with the fact that, for a template of \( n \times n \), there are up to \( n^2 \) target values and \( 3n^2 \) reference values, the rapid increase in computation time is not surprising.

4. Using stride to reduce computation time

While a larger template size leads to an improved accuracy with diminishing returns, it also results in increased computation time that escalates with template size. Since the computationally intensive portion of SHARPEN lies with the sorting, one way to ease the computational burden is to replace multiple grid boxes for each round of sorting. We call this approach “stride.” In the \( n \times n \) template, instead of replacing the target value in only the center grid box, we replace the target values in the center \( k \times k \) grid boxes, where—intuitively—\( k \ll n \) to minimize boundary artifacts. For example, in a \( 25 \times 25 \) template, we may apply the same sorted lists to replace the target values in the center \( 3 \times 3 \) grid boxes, which would result in a reduction in time spent sorting by a factor of 9 compared to replacing just the target value in the center \( 1 \times 1 \) grid box (see Fig. S1 for an illustration). Obviously, valid values of \( k \), which must be odd for purposes of symmetry, are determined by whether the global \( 0.1^\circ \) grid \( (3600 \times 1800) \) is divisible by \( k \); hence, \( k \) can take only the following values: 1, 3, 5, 9, 15, 25, 45, 75, 225, and 1800.

Figure 8 shows the HSS, correlation, and run times of SHARPEN with a template size of \( 25 \times 25 \) and various strides compared to MRMS over the contiguous United States in July 2018. Reassuringly, the HSSs and correlations are only modestly affected by stride; in fact, the differences between various strides are much less than the differences between template sizes. On the other hand, stride substantially reduces the run times, even for a stride of just \( 3 \times 3 \). In fact, the further reductions in run time at larger strides compared to \( 3 \times 3 \) are relatively marginal. These conclusions of nearly constant HSS and correlations and reduced run times hold for other template sizes (not shown).

While the effect of stride on the performance of SHARPEN estimates is small, a chief concern of stride is the introduction of artificial boundaries. Here, we examine the possibility of this artifact by computing the mean precipitation fields for the month of July 2018. Figure 9 shows the mean precipitation rate over the Bay of Bengal and Southeast Asia for the SHARPEN output with a \( 25 \times 25 \) template and no stride (Fig. 9a), as well as the anomalies to Fig. 9a when using a \( 3 \times 3 \) stride (Fig. 9b) and a \( 15 \times 15 \) stride (Fig. 9c). The use of stride does give rise to blocks of size equal to the stride, but the magnitudes of the anomalies are substantially smaller than the precipitation rates themselves. These blocks are most prominent in the vicinity of coasts, with higher values on the ocean side of the blocks, likely reflecting the difference in distributions of precipitation over land and over ocean (with stride causing SHARPEN to use the wrong distribution as reference). The magnitudes of the anomalies increase with stride, confirming our earlier intuition that \( k \ll n \) to avoid boundary artifacts. Incidentally, this also supports our choice of not replacing all the values in the template (section 2c), which is equivalent to setting \( k = n \) and thus introducing block artifacts that are likely discernible upon detailed inspection of the precipitation accumulation.

5. Factors to consider for template size and stride

SHARPEN has the ability to restore the distributions of the Kalman estimates, leading to improvements in HSS, but at the expense of lower correlation due to a sharper image and increased run time. While the operationally optimal template size and stride depends on the available computational resources, our analysis suggests the following guidelines:

1) The larger the template, the better the skill, but with diminishing returns.
2) The larger the template, the longer the run time, and with an escalating increase.
3) The larger the stride, the shorter the run time, but with diminishing returns.
4) The larger the stride, the stronger the block artifacts.

It is possible that the improvement in skill with larger template size depends on the type of precipitation system, with convective systems potentially needing a smaller template size compared to stratiform systems. It also thus follows that this improvement may be regionally and seasonally dependent due to varying climatology. The selection of the appropriate template size and stride needs to consider these four guidelines alongside the available computational resource.
Furthermore, one should consider factors that are not as easily quantified. For example, a very large template size means that the quantile mapping is no longer local, so the reference values used in SHARPEN may be of another precipitation regime or system. Figure 3 exemplifies this issue: the $25 \times 25$ template (blue box) is approximately the size of the mesoscale convective systems, so the reference values used in SHARPEN comes roughly from the same system. A larger template will use reference values from other systems; it is unclear what effect this may have on the overall precipitation field. In the development of SHARPEN, we also investigated the simpler approach of a traditional quantile mapping based on the global distributions of precipitation rates (not shown), but the improvement is less than that of SHARPEN, suggesting that it is beneficial to restrict the computation to the local environment.

6. CPEX case studies

In Rajagopal et al. (2021), two mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) observed during the Convective Processes Experiment (CPEX) field campaign were investigated in detail using an object oriented approach. The authors found that for these MCSs, defined as objects in IMERG V06 precipitation, the time series of maximum precipitation rate within one MCS “sagged” between successive PMW observations and the area of another MCS increased threefold in the half-hour following a PMW observation. These artifacts can be traced to the averaging of multiple precipitation fields in the IMERG V06 Kalman filter. Here, we revisit these two CPEX case studies by rerunning the IMERG V06 Kalman filter with the SHARPEN output (with a $25 \times 25$ template size and a $3 \times 3$ stride). These two case studies differ from those considered in section 3a by focusing on a Lagrangian perspective of the precipitation properties.

In the first case study on 6 June 2017 (Fig. 10a), the observed MCS had an increasing volumetric rain rate based on IMERG V06, largely driven by the increase in area. Except for a steep rise at the start, the maximum rain rates observed by the PMW satellites—separated by roughly 3 h—were consistently around $80 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$. However, in the half-hours between the PMW overpasses, the maximum rain rates would regularly dip down to about $30-40 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$. When SHARPEN is applied, the maximum rain rates recovered to a consistent $\sim 80 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$.
throughout, except for a brief drop to about 60 mm h\(^{-1}\) for one hour. Such a behavior of sustained maximum rain rate is consistent with our expectation of an MCS that is developing—as indicated by the increasing volumetric rain rate. In addition, the changes in rain area is more gradual, with no sharp jumps before or after a PMW overpass.

In the second case study on 10 June 2017 (Fig. 10b), the observed MCS, based on the IMERG V06 volumetric rain rate, had a rapid growth and, after a brief drop, gradually increase to a maximum several hours later before decaying. However, in the half-hour immediately after the MHS overpass in the 1930–2000 UTC window, the rain area tripled from 500 to 1500 km\(^{2}\), maintaining a plateau for 6 h through an SSMIS overpass, before dropping down to about 500 km\(^{2}\) upon another MHS overpass. Flight observations at 2030 UTC indicate that at least part of the enlarged area is spurious (Rajagopal et al. 2021). This artificial inflation of the rain area is the result of a contrast between the small areas observed by MHS and a large area observed by SSMIS; an average of the two observations would produce the plateau of large rain area. When SHARPEN is applied, the change in the rain area became more natural, appearing to approximate a linear interpolation between the large area from SSMIS and the small areas from MHS. When compared to the CPEX aircraft observation at 2030 UTC, the coverage of spurious precipitation in the flight path is reduced considerably (not shown). On the other hand, the maximum rain rate changed from a gradual decrease to a step-wise decrease, which is to be expected because these steps likely reflect the discrete precipitation values from the reference fields.

It should be noted that, in both cases, SHARPEN does not alter the volumetric rain rate appreciably. Volumetric rain rate depends on the mean precipitation rate, which is preserved by averaging in IMERG V06 and scaled to match the references in SHARPEN. Indeed, Rajagopal et al. (2021) suggested that volumetric rain rate is a better indicator of the MCS life cycle, so the consistency in volumetric rain rate is reassuring. We should also point out that SHARPEN does not—and is not designed to—handle potential shortcomings in the PMW observations. For example, in the second case study, the substantial difference in rain area observed by MHS and SSMIS (Fig. 10b) may suggest limitations in the PMW retrievals from either sensor, but SHARPEN accepted them as truth and attempted to bridge the rain areas as they were reported. Since it is not clear how such discrepancies should be resolved—in this case, it is unclear if MHS or SSMIS was at fault—artifacts in PMW observations are best handled through improvements in the parent PMW algorithms.

7. Conclusions

Inspired by the concept of quantile mapping, we devised a new scheme named Scheme for Histogram Adjustment with Ranked Precipitation Estimates in the Neighborhood
SHARPEN is implemented as a filter that can adjust the distribution of the Kalman precipitation estimates to the local instantaneous estimates for forward propagated precipitation, backward propagated precipitation, and IR precipitation. The scheme maps Kalman estimates to the reference precipitation rates based on their ranks within local templates, weighted by the Kalman correlations. We also introduced a computational shortcut in the form of stride to reduce run time associated with large templates. Note that the conceptual idea underpinning SHARPEN is applicable not just to the Kalman filter or morphing, but to any precipitation field derived by averaging, which changes the PDF of the precipitation values.

Evaluation of SHARPEN confirmed its ability to recover the distribution of the precipitation rates, with a desired reduction in precipitating area and increase in peak precipitation compared to the original Kalman precipitation. Comparison with MRMS revealed an improved HSS but at the expense of slightly reduced correlation, though the lower correlation is possibly also due to the sharper image of precipitation system. While run time increases substantially with template size, stride was able to mitigate much of the effect with minimal artifacts, especially if stride is much smaller than the template size. A revisit of the CPEX case studies in Rajagopal et al. (2021) demonstrated that SHARPEN was largely able to reduce the artifacts present in IMERG V06 due to the averaging of precipitation fields in the Kalman filter. SHARPEN is currently being considered for implementation in the next version of IMERG, V07.

While SHARPEN represents a step forward compared to the Kalman filter averaging in the original IMERG morphing scheme, the ultimate goal of a Lagrangian interpolation scheme is to implement “true” morphing, i.e., a smooth transition from one frame to another, such as through pixel-to-pixel tracing or feature tracking. However, this endeavor poses a formidable set of challenges. One difficulty in developing a true morphing scheme is the considerable intersensor differences; in other words, two sensors can view the same precipitation scene but produce appreciably different retrievals. Furthermore, true morphing alone may still lack physical evolution of the precipitation system, which is perhaps most prominent when a precipitation system emerges or disappears between successive satellite overpasses. Above all, there is no assurance that a true morphing scheme will produce superior precipitation rate estimates that outperform SHARPEN or even the original morphing scheme, on top of the practical requirement that the algorithm remains computationally lean. These challenges need to be overcome in the development of a true morphing scheme; until then, SHARPEN enforces one critical condition of physical reasonableness by restoring the distribution of the averaged precipitation field.
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